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the Chinese characteristics, China, especially in the past four decades, turned itself from a poor country into the world’s largest economy in terms of gross domestic product (GDP). Wiitken also mentioned the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) launched by China in 2013, which is to promote coopera-

capitalism” to Moscow. On Monday, far-right and nationalist groups are staging a major protest against the law, which includes a measure to ease restrictions on foreign investment.

The government’s standing has been weakened by the political turbulence in France and the ongoing issues that France is facing. The BRI is an important tool for increasing the economic cooperation between China and other countries.

The AGO delegation visited Jalalabad twice and expressed their sympathy and grief with the families of those killed in the attack. (Pajhwok)

The movement along and beyond the ancient Silk Road has been facilitated by the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which has been widely supported by the international community.
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